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CHAPTER 1 : BABAR DETECTOR

Introduction
This chapter deals with a simple explanation of the BABAR detector. The
complete technical description of the Detector (ref[1]) is well beyond the goal of this
chapter and this chapter explains what is relevant for the thesis. The chapter begins with
an overview of the detector and its components and then explains the details of each
component and its use.

Overview of Detector
The PEP-II accelerator collides electron beams of energy 9 Gev and positron
beam of energy 3.1 Gev .The center of Mass energy of the collision is at the Y(4S)
resonance i.e 10.56 Gev. The collision leads to productions of hadrons and leptons and
photons. Hadrons decay into final state particles -protons,pions,kaons,electrons,muons
and photons that are detected and identified by the BABAR detector. The detector is built
of several subsystems
1. The Silicon Vertex Tracker Detector(SVT)
2. DCH- The SVT is surrounded by the Drift-chamber(DCH)
3. DIRC-The Drift chamber is encompassed by the Cherenkov detector called DIRC
4. EMC –Electromagnetic calorimeter encompasses the DIRC
5. Super Conducting Magnet covering the EMC .
6. Instrumental Flux return (IFR)
Fig 1.1 shows the schematic representation of the Detector. Fig 1.2 shows the cross
sectional view of the detector. The point of electron- positron collision is called the
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interaction Point (IP). BABAR detector uses a right handed coordinate system with the
centre at the IP and the z direction of the high energy electron beam.
The SVT and the DCH are used for the tracking of charged particles .The EMC is
used for detecting electrons and photons that emit electromagnetic showers .The IFR is
used for the detection of muons and long living neutral hadrons like K-Long

Figure 1.1. The BABAR detector and its Dimensions

Figure 1.2 . Sketch of the BABAR detector
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Figure 1.3. Cross sectional view of the detector

Magnet
The super conducting Magnet encloses the EMC,SVT,DCH with a magnetic
field of 1.5T and used to achieve the desired momentum resolution for the charged
particles. Charge particles make helical trajectories when they traverse in the magnetic
field The curvature of the path depend on the momentum of the particle and by
reconstructing the track of the charged particle the momentum can be measured.

Silicon Vertex Detector
The silicon Vertex Detector is positioned to track charged particles emerging
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from the collision point. It is built to withstand 2 Mrad of ionizing radiation. The SVT is
composed of five layers of double sided silicon strip detectors(see Fig1.4).
The inner three layers will provide the position and angle information of the charged
track. The outer two layers are used to give the coordinate and angle measurements for
linking the DCH and SVT tracks. Particles that have low tangential momentum with
respect to the magnetic field can only be tracked by the SVT since they cannot reach the
Drift chamber.

Figures 1.4 The SVT layers

Drift Chamber(DCH)
The drift chamber is the principal charged particle detector of BABAR. It makes
precision measurements for tracks that have tangential momentum greater than
120Mev.The inner radius is 23.6cm and the outer radius is 80.9cm see fig 1.5. The DCH
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is filled with a gas medium of 20% isobutane and 80% helium. It is 3m long with 40
layers of small hexagonal cells fig 1.6 . providing upto 40 spatial points on the trajectory
and energy loss ( due to the ionization of the gas medium by the particle through
collisions) measurements.
There are 7104 hexagonal cells or drift cells which are typically 1.2x1.9 cm2.
Each of these cells consists of a single 20µm diameter gold plated tungsten rhenium
sense wire surrounded by six 120µm gold plated aluminium field wires.. The sense wire
are at high positive potential (design voltage 1960V) and the field wires are grounded

Figure 1.5 DCH dimensions

Figure 1.6 Layers of DCH
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A Charged particle passing through the drift cells ionize the gas mixture
producing electrons .The electrons are accelerated by the electric field and further ionize
the gas causing an avalanche of charge that is collected by the sense wire. The signal is
used to calculate the spatial information of the charged particle being tracked and the
charge deposited on the sense wire measures the energy lost by the particle due to
collisions with gas molecules. The energy loss gives the dE/dx measurements which is
used for Particle identification and this will be discussed later in this chapter.

Track Reconstruction
Both the SVT and DCH are used for tracking and particle identification.
A charged tracks is described by five quantities
•

Z the distance in z direction of the coordinate system

•

d the distance in the x-y plane of the z axis

•

Φ the azimuthal angle of the track

•

w 1/pt the curvature of the track

•

tan λ the tangent of the dip angle of the track with respect
to y axis.

The reconstruction of the charged tracks is done by separate algorithms for SVT
and the DCH. The algorithm looks for hits(number of spatial points registered by the subdetector) in the same sub-detector, combines the hits in the sub-detector to form space
points and then does an exhaustive search for helical tracks. By this method charged
tracks are first reconstructed in the DCH and then extrapolated into SVT. The
reconstruction includes the effects of the magnetic field and material interaction. Then
the SVT is scanned for remaining SVT hits to extract low momentum SVT only tracks.
The improvements that can be made in the algorithms are discussed in the next chapter.
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DIRC

Figure 1.7 The DIRC

The DIRC is used to determine the Cherenkov angle and for resovling the pions
and kaons when the momentum range is between 0.7 and 4.2 Gev/c. The principle is
based on Cherenkov effect. When a charged particle , traveling with velocity βc will
emit cherenkov radiation if β > 1/η , where η = 1.473 is the refractive index of quartz.
These photons will be emitted in a cone with opening angle θc ,where cosθc = 1/(nβ).As
shown in fig 1.7 the charged particle that enters DIRC passes through the fused silica
quatrz bars and emit photons due to Cherenkov effect. The emitted photons are then
internally reflected by the quartz bars. Internal reflections preserve the cherenkov angle.
The photons reach the end of the quartz crystal and enter a region filled with 6000
litres of purified water. The refractive index of the water is the almost the same as quartz
thereby minimizing the internal reflection at the boundary. The photons are detected by
an array of 10752 PMTs and the measurement of the Cherenkov angle is made. The
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charged particles pion, kaon ,pion and electron will have different angles for the same
momentum leading to their identification.

Particle Identification Of Charged Particles
When a charged particle passed through a medium it looses energy due to
collision with atoms in the medium. The loss of energy per unit length is dE/dx and
this is directly proportional to the velocity of the particle given by the Bethe Bloch
equation. For low momenta the dE/dx measurements are used for identifying the particle.
Both the DCH and the SVT measure the dE/dx .

Figure 1.8 dE/dx measurments for SVT

Figure 1.9 dE/dx measurements for DCH

.

The fig 1.8 and fig 1.9 shows the dE/dx measurements for different momentum
values for the particles π, k, p,µ and d(deuteron) in the DCH and SVT. For momentum
less than 0.7 Gev/c each particle has a different measurement that distinguishes it from
other particles . The electron is also identified with the EMC and this is discussed later in
the chapter. For momenta greater than the 0.7 Gev/c (relativistic energies) it becomes
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difficult to resolve particles eg pions and kaons. The DIRC is used to resolve particle
with momenta greater than 0.7 Mev/c2.See fig 1.10 In DIRC the five types of charged
particles are resolved using the Cherenkov angle.

Figure 1.10 DIRC Cherenkov angle measurements

In practice to identify each of the reconstructed charged tracks with one of the
five particles is a statistical process. A reconstructed track is hypothized to have the
properties of any of five particles .Based on the dE/dx measurements and mass of the
particle a Likelihood value is assigned for each particle. The value of the likelihood for a
particle say kaon gives how close the properties of the track are to the kaon compared to
other particles say proton, pion, muon. Special algorithms are written to evaluate the
likelihoods.
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Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC)
The EMC is used to track and identify neutral pions.photons and the charged
electrons. The photons emitted can have an energy as high as 9Gev.The EMC is made of
CsI(cesium iodide) (Ti doped)crystals. All crystals are positioned in such a way that they
point back to IP. The photons and electrons create an electromagnetic showers and the
entire energy of the particle is deposited in the crystals .Pulse height measured by the
crystals are read out using silicon PIN diodes attached to these cystals. The electromagnetic shower is spread over several adjacent crystals forming a cluster.
The EMC distinguishes an electron from a photon by matching clusters
geometrically with the charged tracks reconstructed by the charge particle detectors
discussed before. There are other particles like muons and pions that pass through the
EMC. Muons pass through depositing energy as a minimum ionizing particle (MIP).
Pions can pass through as MIPs or can interact producing hadronic showers and deposit a
part of its energy. The electromagnetic showers are distinguished from these hadronic
showers using the following criteria.
a. For electrons and photons (photons mass =0 ) mass is negligible so E/p ~1 . For
hadronic showers E/|p|<<1. E stands for energy and p is for momentum.
b. The hadronic shower shape is different from the electromagnetic shower shape.
The neutral hadrons like K-long are tracked by the IFR described in the nexts section.

Instrument Flux Return (IFR)
The IFR is used as a flux return for the 1.5 T magnet and for detecting muons and
neutral hadrons. The steel of the flux return is segmented into layers from 2 cm thickness
at the inner radius to 10cm thickness at the outer radius. This segmentation is chosen after
Monte Carlo studies of muon penetration and neutral and charged hadron interactions
(hadronic showers) with the aim of allowing neutral hadrons and muons to pass through
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the steel layer. The detector is arranged in a hexagonal barrel with a forward and a
backward end cap. See fig 1.11 .The steel layers are interleaved with resistive plate
chambers (RPC). There are 19 RPC layers in the barrel. The RPC detects streamers from
the ionizing particles via capacitive readout strips. The cross sectional view of RPC is
shown in fig.1.12
The electrodes of the RPC are of 2mm thick plates of graphite coated Bakelite.
The lower electrode is grounded while the upper electrode has an 8KV high voltage
applied to it. A PVC insulator keeps the electrode separated and parallel ,the gap being
filled with a gas mixture of 57% argon, 39% Freon -134a and 4% isobutene .The
aluminium read out strips (labelled X and Y in fig 1.12) are arranged orthogonal to
each other. The X,Y readouts and the finite radial thickness of the RPC will give the
position of the particle. This leads to the tracking of the muons and neutral long living
kaons.

Figure 1.11 The structure of IFR with forward and backward end caps.
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Figure 1.12 The cross sectional view of the RPC
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CHAPTER 2 : IMPROVING THE TRACKING ALGORITHM

Introduction
In the previous chapter the pattern recognition of tracks and reconstruction of the
tracks were discussed. There are several tracks that are produced in the detector and to
extract the good ones from the background using the hits that are registered by the SVT
and DCH is a difficult job. Attempts are being made to improve the tracking algorithm
and the BABAR experiment has a dedicated team that works on tracking algorithms .The
group is led by Dr.Dave Brown and Dr.David Pegna. The new tracking algorithm
developed by them is referred as Track-FixUp (TrkFixup).

Goals of TrkFixUp
The goals of Trkfihxup are. ref [2] :
1. Remove the junk tracks or background that comes from
a. Detector background and tracks that are far away from the IP
b. Duplicate tracks that are reconstructed from loopers – these are charged
tracks that spiral inwards and the same track is reconstructed more than
once. see fig 2a
c. Ghost tracks – tracks that are reconstructed twice excluding loopers.
2.

To measure the momentum of a charged track with higher precision .

3. Recover tracks that were lost in the SVT region.
4. Accommodate non-gaussian effects (higher order) of scattering in the tracking
algorithm
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An improved BABAR tracking algorithm helps in the better identification of the
neutrals particles (Photons) that leave a cluster in the EMC but do not have tracks.

Figure 2.1 A sketch of a looper track.

Before the new TrkFixup algorithm is implemented for normal use it must be
tested on the reconstruction of particles. One of the particles to be tested is the Lambda
hyperon . The rest of the chapters of this thesis gives a detailed description of the study .
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CHAPTER 3 :VALIDATION OF TRACKING
ALGORITHM - STUDY 1

Introduction
In this chapter I study the effect of the latest tracking software on the
reconstruction Lambda particle .The study helped in tuning the parameters (called
cuts) of the tracking algorithm to eventually obtain the goals of the Tracking
group . First , I discuss the properties of Lambda. Second, the study and
last is the results of this study .

Reconstruction of Mother Particle
Once the tracks of basic particles proton, pion, kaon , photon and electrons are
reconstructed and particle identification is done the composite particles that decay into
these final particle can now be reconstructed. This is done by vertexing (tracks are
required to come from the same point in space) the tracks and use the conservation of
four momenta to ensure that only the required tracks are picked. Particle identification is
used for cleaner reconstruction. Special algorithms that do this vertexing are called
Vertex Fitters.

Lambda Particle( Λ )
Lambda has a mean life time Γ = 2.632 x 10-10 s and Mass m = 1115.683
Mev(PDG ref[3]). The particle will travel a mean distance i.e. decaylength cτ of 7.89 cm
before decay. The Decay mode chosen has largest branching fraction (63.9%) where the
Λ decays to a proton and pion (π - ).The study is first done on signal monte-carlo and
finally the data is used to validate the effect of tracking software.
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Scope Of The Study:
The first study on the effect of TrkFixup on the lambda spectrum was
done by Dr.Mat Charles. The study was done on data and the study reported a 15% loss
in the number of lambdas reconstructed with TrkFixup. The goal is to reduce this
fraction.

Signal Monte-Carlo
The signal Monte Carlo consists of a generator and a detector simulator.
The generator creates the Lambda with that particular decay mode and the simulator
duplicates the detector environment. The tracks formed in the detector by the proton and
pion are used to reconstruct the lambda particle .The lambda reconstructed is identified
with the generated one by truth association The number of generated lambdas that get
reconstructed depends on the efficiency of the detector .Truth association is also referred
as truth matching .See fig3.1

Generator

Detector
simulator

Truth
association

Tracking
& algorithm

Reconstructed
Lambdas

Figure .3.1 The dashed line covers the components of the signal montecarlo
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Truth association is not ideal in practice. It is an accepted fact that a small
fraction of the total reconstructed candidates are wrongly truth associated .Two or more
reconstructed lambdas are truth matched to the same generated lambda leading to more
candidates than the ideal case .This situation is discussed in the study. In chapter 3 and
chapter 4 truth matched reconstructed lambdas are used for the study.

Basic Concept
To study the effect of the new tracking software(TrkFixup) on the lambda
reconstruction a comparision is made between the TrkFixup and the existing tracking
software(No Trkfixup). Four parameters were used for the comparison
1. The total number of Lambdas reconstructed .This is measured from the fit of
Lambda spectrum and can also be counted from the number of entries. The
ratio between Trkfixup/No TrkFixup gives the relative efficiency.
2. The mass of the lambda measured from the fit to the mass spectrum.
3. The width or resolution of the mass spectrum.
4. Flight length distribution - the number of lambdas per cm length(3D) of
detector . Taking the ratio of TrkFixup to No – TrkFixup will tell in which
region of the detector there has been a loss of lambdas or gain in lambdas .

By using the same Signal monte-carlo the sample of Lambdas generated used for
both TrkFixup and no-TrkFixup. With the Monte-Carlo a control samples of lambda
decaying to a proton and pion for TrkFixup and no-TrkFiuxp is created.

Monte-Carlo and analysis software
The analysis is done in release 20.1.0a with the BtaTupleMaker version V00- 0307. The Signal Monte-Carlo chosen is SP-6830 which has the following decay mode
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ccbar

Ξc

Ξ- π+
----Λ π--- p π

Figure 3.2. Decay chain of SP-6830

The lambda is reconstructed by vertexing positive and negative charged tracks.
The spectrum is then fitted using “ROOT “ software. The plot of the truth matched
reconstructed lambdas of TrkFixup and no TrkFixup is shown below. The mass spectrum
are fitted with tripple Gaussians and the results of the fit are shown in table 3.1.The Mass
spectrum is shown in figure 3.3 and the fit is shown is shown in fig 3.4.

Mass Spectrum

TrkFixup
No-TrkFixup

No-TrkFixup
Mass of Λ(pπ-) Gev/c2

Figure 3.3 The Lambda Mass spectrum for TrkFixup(red) and No-TrkFixup(blue) .
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A mass window is chosen for the mass spectrum-from 1.095 to1.135Gev/c2 .
The third Gaussian describes the tails of the distribution. Most of the signal will fall into
the first two narrow Gaussians. The effective sigma for the three Gaussians is defined by
б rms =

∑ sigma _ i × sigma _ i × fract _ i

where sigma_i is the sigma of the i th

Gaussian and fract_i is the fraction of area described by the i_th gaussian.
Results of Mass spectrum:
Positive comments:
a. Table 3.1 compares the Mass of the Lambda and the mass of the
TrkFixup has shifted by ~ 0.3 Mev and is closer to the PDG mass.
b. The width of the spectrum of TrkFixup is narrower than the NoTrkfixup.The difference in effective sigma (No-TrkFixup-TrkFiuxp)
is 0.8 MeV/c2.
Negative comments:
a. The number of truth matched reconstructed Lambdas is 92% of NoTrkFixup situation.
The positive comments show the accomplishments of TrkFixup .However the fact
that there is a drop in the number of Lambda candidates is a major drawback that needs to
be addressed.

Conclusion:
To address this problem the flight length parameter discussed above is used. This
will help the Tracking group to zero in on the variables of the tracking algorithm that
influence the track selections in that region.
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Figure 3.4 Fitted Lambda Mass spectrum for TrkFixup(red) No-TrkFixup(blue).

Table 3.1 Fit Paramters of TrkFixup and No-TrFixup
Fit paramters

NoTrkFixup

With TrkFixup

Mean –Mass(Mev/c2)

1116.05 ±0.01

1115.71 ± 0.01

sigma of gaus1(Mev/c2)

0.82 ± 0.02

0.752 ± 0.015

sigma of gaus2(Mev/c2)

2.43 ±0.09

2.244 ±0.094

sigma of gaus3(Mev/c2)

9.571±0.279

9.643 ± 0.359

Fraction gaus1

0.522

0.57

Fraction of gaus2

0.289

0.301

Fraction yield gaus3

0.199

0.129

Total yield of signal

24523

22687

24923

23082

Count
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Flight Length
The fig 3.5 a gives the number of candidates per cm of the 3D length in detector.
The Y axis is in Log scale. Fig 3.5 b gives the ratio of the TrkFixup to No-TrkFixup per
cm . The plot on the right clearly indicates that there is a drop in the number of
candidates after 50cm (DCH region) and small dip in between 0 to 5 cm.
Results of Flight length
There are two possibilities that can lead to this situation
a. The TrkFixup is defective.
b. The role of multiple candidates in truth matching. In the fig 3.4 the
number of entries decreases to less than 100 after 40 cm .There will be a
few hundred lambdas which exist in the no-TrkFixup situation that are
multiple candidates but the new tracking software may have removed
them. So if a region that has 60 entries in No-TrkFixup and if 30 of them
are multiple candidates removed by Trkfixup ,a 50% drop in the number
of candidates is justified .The same reason for a small drop in the region
of 0-5cm(The region where the Silicon vertex detector is positioned). This
makes TrkFixup a success even if there is a drop in the reconstructed
Lambdas.

Conclusion
The two possibilities lead to an ambiguity and the method I adopted to solve this
ambiguity is explained in the next section
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a

b

Figure 3.5 Flight length spectra TrkFixup(red) and No-TrkFixup(blue)
a) The Flight length spectra
b)The ratio of the TrkFixup to NoTrkfixup
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Step 1
First step is to write an algorithm that maps the generated Lambdas to the
reconstructed Lambdas .The logic of the algorithm is as follows
1. A flag to check if it is truth matched by a reconstructed candidate or not.
2. A flag to check if truth matched more than once (Given a value -1 if the
generated candidate is not truth matched by any. )
3. Mass of the reconstructed Lambda.( A value of -1 is assigned if a
generated Lambda is not truth matched by a reconstructed Lambda).
4. Flight length of reconstructed Lambda.(A value of -1 if generated Lambda is
not truth matched).
The second point is used to identify the generated lambdas with multiple
candidates. For multiple candidate situations the generated lambda will be mapped to
the last reconstructed lambda in the list that truth matches it and the rest are dropped. The
above algorithm was used to produce a data set containing all the generated lambdas
mapped with the above information for both TrkFixup and no TrkFixup .

Step 2: How Good is Truth Association?
The data set produced in step 1 will now have the number of generated lambdas
that were reconstructed . Table 3.2 gives a summarizes what was found with the new
data set.
In Table 3.2 line three will give the number of candidates truth matched if the
truth matching was perfect. There are 680 extra reconstructed candidates in No-TrkFixup
and 452 extra candidates in Trkfixup that are wrongly truth matched. This is less than
3% of the total truth matched lambdas but they are enough to create an ambiguity that
was discussed before.
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Table 3.2 How good is Truth association
Type

No-TRkFixup TrkFixup

Total generated lambda

102276

102276

N_lambda from truth matched

24923

23082

24243

22534

candidates (multiple Candidates
exist)
N_lambda from truth matched
candidates (multiple Candidates
removed)

Step 3
Since the Generated Lambdas are the same for both TrkFixup and no TrkFixup
there are 3 cases that need to be discussed.The diagram (fig 3.6 )explains the relation
between the truth matched lambdas and the generated ones.
Case1:. Generated Lambdas that are reconstructed and truth matched in both TrkFixup
and No –TrkFixup .Niether must have multiple candidates. This is represented in fig 3.6
by the green arrow.
Case2: Generated Lambdas that are reconstructed and truth matched in one
TrkFixup(No-TrkFixup) but not in No-TrkFixup(TrkFixup) and none have multiple
candidates. This is represented in fig 3.6 by the brown arrow.
Case3: This case represents all those that do not fall into the first and second case i.e
ones that have multiple candidates and the ones that were not reconstructed in either case.
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This is represented in fig 3.6 by pink arrows.

Λ Λ

Truth matched reconstructed Lambdas

Λ

TrkFix up

Λ Λ Λ Λ

Λ Λ

MC- generated lambdas

Truth matched reconstructed Lambda

Λ

?

Λ

Λ

No-TrkFixup

Figure 3.6 diagram for the 3 cases

I reject all generated lambdas which fall into the third category. Since the
generated Lambdas are mapped to the truth matched reconstructed lambdas the
corresponding ones get rejected too. This will remove all ambiguity in the analysis. The
maximum number of truth matched reconstructed lambdas that can be rejected will be
at the best double the multiple candidates which is around 6% of the total and is too small
to effect the study.
Case1 and case2 will give an unambiguous result of the effect of TrkFixup
on the Lambda reconstruction. Case 2 will be the most useful one since it tells us how
many Lambdas were lost by track fixup and in which part of detector.

Case 1
The spectrum of case 1 truth matched candidates are shown fig 3.7 .The fit of the
spectrum and the results will tell how different is the TrkFixup from no-TrkFixup when
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the same lambdas are reconstructed.

a

b

c

Figure 3.7 The invariant mass spectrum for case1
a) shows the trkfixup(red) and the no - TrkfFixup (blue) overlapped.
b) and c) show the fits of trkfixup(red) and the no-Trkfixup (blue)
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Table 3.3 Fit paramters for case1
Fit paramters

noTrkFixup

With TrkFixup

Mean –Mass(Mev/c2)

1116.04 ± 0.01

1115.72± 0.01

sigma of gaus1(Mev/c2)

0.804 ± 0.017

0.736± 0.017

sigma of gaus2(Mev/c2)

2.29 ±0.09

2.13 ±0.09

sigma of gaus3(Mev/c2)

9.08±0.347

9.095 ± 0.355

Fraction gaus1

0.551

0.565

Fraction of gaus2

0.314

0.304

Fraction yield gaus3

0.135

0.131

Total yield of signal

21447± 147

21470 ±150

21825

21898

Count

The the number of TrkFixup candidates is not equal to No-TrkFixup
since the mass window is the same and some lambdas fall outside the
window.

The results of case 1
1. 90% of the lambdas reconstructed by No-TrkFixup lambdas are also reconstructed
by the TrkFixup
2. TrkFixup shifts the Mean value by 0.3 mev and the mean value is closer to
the PDG value (1115.68) .
3. The effective sigma is the same for both trkfixup and No-TrkFixup.

Case 2
The Lamdas lost by the TrkFixp and the ones gained by the TrkFixup are shown
in the figs 3.8a and 3.8b. The regions in the detector where they are gained and where
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they are lost is shown in figs 3.9.a and fig 3.9.b
Results of case2
a. The fig 3.8.a shows 72 new lambdas were reconstructed by TrkFixup but
fig.3.8.b show that 1762 lambdas that were reconstructed by the No-TrkFixup
case were lost by the TrkFixup.
b. The fig 3.9.b shows the regions in the detector where 1762 lambdas were lost.
the maximum loss is at
1. at 0-5 cm in SVT
2. at 50-60 cm in DCH
These are the same regions that were observed before but an ambiguity existed.
Now the ambiguity is removed.

TrkFixup

72 entries

NoTrkFixup

1762
entries

a.

b

Figure 3.8 Case2 invariant Mass spectra
: a) shows the mass spectrum of the new Lambdas that were reconstructed in TrkFixup but
not in No-TrkFixup situation.
b) Shows the mass spectrum of Lambdas that were reconstructed in No-TrkFixup but not in
TrkFixup case.
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a

b

Figure 3.9 Case2 . Flight length spectra
a) The flight-length spectrum of the new lambdas reconstructed by TrkFixup(red)
b) The lambdas lost by trkfixup but were reconstructed by No Trkfixup(blue)
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Result And Conclusions Of Study 1
Study1 was shown to the Tracking group and conclusions are
a. Drop in efficiency at 0-5 cm – Some parameters in the TrkFixup algorithm that
removed tracks only in the Silicon vertex detector were also applied to the
tracks from the Lambda daughters i.e proton and pions. Short living lambdas
can also be the source of this svt only tracks. This logical flaw was corrected.
b. Drop in efficiency above 50 cm was due to parameters in the TrkFixup algorithm
that removed the tracks coming from lambda like particles commonly called V0
particles. They do not travel so deep into the detector unlike the lambdas and
there is more background tracks than the V0 daughters tracks. This parameter was
changed to 80cm.
c. The shift in mean value and the improvement in the resolution were positive
improvements.
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CHAPTER 4 : VALIDATION OF TRACKING
ALGORITHM - STUDY 2

Introduction
New tags that incorporated the corrections for the TrkFixup algorithm was
added to the software. With the new algorithm the same study done before is repeated but
case2 will be the important one. In this chapter the new TrkFixup algorithm will be
referred as TrkFixup unless compared with the old-TrkFixup.

Mass and Flight length study
The mass spectrum of the truth matched candidates with and without
TrkFixup is shown below. The mass spectrum is fitted with a tripple Gaussian
and the results of the fit are shown in table 4.1.The invariant mass spectrum is shown
in fig. 4.1 and the fit of the spectra are shown in fig 4.2

Figure 4.1 The invariant mass spectra of TrkFixup(red) and No-TrkFixup(blue)
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Figure 4.2 Fit of invariant mass spectra of lambda

Table 4.1 Fit results of the TrkFixup ,No-TrkFixup and the old TrkFixup
Fit parameters

No-Trk-Fixup

Trkfixup-new

TrkFixup – Old

Mean(Mev/c2)

1116.05 ± 0.01

1115.71± 0.08

1115.70 ± 0.07

Sigma of gaus1(Mev/c2)

0.82 ± 0.0159

0.762 ± 0.139

0.752 ± 0.0153

Sigma of gaus2

2.43 ±0.09

2.389 ±0.094

2.244 ±0.095

Sigma of gaus3

9.571±0.279

9.741 ± 0.328

9.643 ± 0.359

Fraction Yield of gaus1

0.522

0.565

0.57

Fraction Yield of gaus2

0.289

0.287

0.301

Fraction Yield of gaus3

0.199

0.148

0.129

Total yield of signal

24523

23523

22687

Counted

24923

23910

23082
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a

b

Figure 4.3 Flight length spectra of TrkFixup (red) and No-TrkFixup(blue).
a) The flight length spectrum of the lambdas for TrkFixup and No-TrkFixup .
b) The plot on the right gives the ratio of the TrkFixup to No-TrkFixup as a function of flight length.

Results for Mass and flight length
1. The number of Lambdas reconstructed and truth matched in the New TrkFixup
is larger than the old TrkFixup. The efficiency is now 96%.
2. The mean value is shifted by 0.3 Mev/c2 similar to study1.
3. The resolution is narrower than No-Trk Fixup . The difference in effective sigma is
now 0.5 Mev/c2 .
4. Fig 4.3 shows that the dips that were observed in Study1 one has been removed.

Conclusion
In line with the previous study the same method is adopted with the new TrkFixup
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How good is the truth matching?
Table 4.2 gives the number of truth matched lambdas when multiple candidates
are removed. The number of multiple candidates is around 3% similar to study1.The
study can be done as before for case1 and case2 and rejecting case3 situation.

Table 4.2 How good is truth matching
Type

No-TRkFixup New TrkFixup

Total generated lambda

102276

102276

N_Lambda from truth

24923

23910

24243

23350

matched Signal( with
multiple-candidates)
N_Lambda from truth
matched signal (multiple
candidates Removed )

Case 1
As in previous chapter case1 the lambdas reconstructed by TrkFixup and by the
No-Trkfixup (see fig 3.6) . The mass spectrum plots are show in fig 4.4a ,4.4b and
4.4c.The table for the fit parameters is 4.3..
Result of case1:
1. 94% of the lambdas reconstructed by No-TrkFixup lambdas are also reconstructed
by the TrkFixup. There is a 3% improvement in the new TrkFixup.
2. The 0.3 Mev/c2 shift in the mean value observed in study 1 has not changed.
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The effective sigma is the same. The signal fraction of the first two Gaussians for
TrkFixup is 86% and the No-TrkFixup it is 85%.

a

b

c

Figure 4.4 Case1 invariant mass spectrum
a) shows the trkfixup(red) and the no TrkfFixup(blue) overlapped.
b ) and c )show the fits of trkfixup(red) and the no-trkfixup(blue).
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Table 4.3 Fit results of case1
Fit parameters

noTrkFixup

With TrkFixup

Mean (mev/c2 )

1116.04 ± 0.01(Mev)

1115.71± 0.01(Mev)

sigma of gaus1(mev/c2)

0.803 ± 0.017 (Mev)

0.736± 0.017 (Mev)

sigma of gaus2 (mev/c2)

2.29 ±0.09(Mev)

2.13 ±0.096 (Mev)

sigma of gaus3 (mev/c2)

8.67±0.347(Mev)

9.36 ± 0.355 (Mev)

Fraction Yield of gaus1

0.536

0.567

Fraction Yield of gaus2

0.314

0.296

Fraction Yield of gaus3

0.15

0.14

Total yield of signal
Count

22162± 147

22273 ±150

22691

21615

The signal yield (or counted )of TrkFixup is not equal to No-TrkFixup since the
Mass window is the same and some lambdas fall outside the mass window.

Case 2
The Mass spectrum plots of case 2 are shown in fig 4.5a and 4.5b.The flight length
spectrum is shown in fig 4.6a and fig 4.6b
Result of case 2:
a Fig 4.5a shows that 77 new lambdas were reconstructed by TrkFixup but fig 4.5b
the 995 lambdas that were reconstructed by No-TrkFixup were lost by the
Trackfixup. But this is less than in the previous study.
b The fig 4.6b shows in the region 0-5cm and greater than 50 cm the size of
the peak has reduced compared to the previous study. The number of lambdas that
were lost in those regions has been reduced.
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77 entries

995 entries

a

b

Figure 4.5 Case2 invariant Mass spectra
a ) The mass spectrum of new lambdas reconstructed by Trkfixup(red)
b )is the Mass spectrum of lambdas lost by trkfixup but were resontructed by no-Trkfixup(blue)

a

b

Figure 4.6 Case 2 Flight length spectra
a )The flight-length spectrum of the new lambdas reconstructed by TrkFixup(red) .
b ) The lambdas lost by trkfixup but were reconstructed by No Trkfixup(blue)
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Tale Of Two Tags
It will also be interesting to know how different the tags have effected the lambda
spectrum. To distinguish the New and old TrkFixup case 2 is applied. In figures the new
Trkfixup is given a color of red and the old is given the blue.
The results of this study:
a The new TrkFixup tags have reconstructed 1054 new lambdas which were not
reconstructed by the old one See fig 4.7. On the other hand the new TrkFixup lost
224 lambdas that were reconstructed by the old TrkFixup.
b The fig 4.8 shows the spectrum of flight length of Lambdas for the new TrkFixup
and old TrkFixup are shown. The changes made in the parameters of the tracking
algorithm has improved the efficiency problem in the region 0-5 cm and in the
region greater than the 50 cm observed in the study1 .

NewTrkFixp

Old TrkFixup

1054 entries

a

224 entries

b

Figure 4.7 Case2 invariant Mass spectra
a) Mass spectrum of the Lambdas that were reconstructed by the NewTrkFixup (red) and not by old
TrkFixup .
b) the ones that were reconstructed by the TrkFixup(blue) and lost by the New TrkFixup
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a

b

Figure 4.8 .Case2 Flight length spectra
a) The flight spectrum of the new lambdas that were only reconstructed by TrkFixup(red) .
b) shows the flight length of lambdas that were reconstructed by Old-TrkFixup but not
by New Trkfixup
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Results and Conclusions Of Study2
Study2 was shown to the Tracking group. The results are
1. The results of study2 show that the efficiency drop in particular parts of the detector
0 to 5 cm and the large dip after 50cm that were observed in study1 has been
removed.
2. The efficiency as a function of flight length is now smooth without any significant
drop.
3. There is an overall 4% drop in the efficiency .
Conclusion: There is always a compromise between efficiency and removing of
background but there is nothing that can be perfect and all that can be optimized for the
lambda has been completed. The signal Monte Carlo has no background and represents
an ideal case. The tracking algorithm will now be tested on data and the outcome and
results will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 : VALIDATION OF TRACKING
ALGORIHTM- STUDY 3

Introduction
After finalizing the tracking algorithm the Track validation committee led
by Dr.James Oslen was established and data skims that incorporates the TrkFixup
algorithm were processed .My role was to validate the outcome of the new data
skim and compare it with the lambdas reconstructed from data skims that had NoTrkFixup. The study is done only on data sample. The results were shown to the
Track validation committee.

For this study a comparison is made between Trkfixup and No-Trkfixup
for the parameters
•

Mass

•

Resolution

•

Background

•

Purity –This is defined as S/(S+B)
S represents the signal & B stands for the background.

In the previous two chapters the study was done using signal Monte-Carlo and
truth association. In this study the lambdas are reconstructed from data .The invariant
mass spectrum of the reconstructed lambda is a combination of signal and background
which is fitted by a first order polynomial.The Mass spectrum of the reconstructed
Lambdas for TrkFixup and No-TrkFixup and the measurements for mass and resolution
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are made. The data stored is indexed by the run number. The Run number is the number
assigned each time data is taken by the detector. Ideally for a particular dataset the run
numbers are the same but when processing data skims for the New TrkFixup
several run numbers were missed. By taking the same run-numbers from both the
data-sets a comparison can be made. Ninety two runs were chosen for this study. The
mass spectrum of the reconstructed Lambdas for both TrkFixup and No-TrkFixup are
shown in fig 5.1, fig 5.2 .The results of fit are tabulated in the table 5.1

.

Figure 5.1 Invaraint Lambda Mass spectra for TrkFixup(red) and NoTrkFixup(blue).

The Mass spectra in Fig 5.1 shows a signal sitting on a linear background
The Fig describes qualitatively the effect of TrkFixup on the reconstructed Lambdas.
The background is lower than no-TrackFixup and the Mean value has shifted closer to the
PDG value. The resolution of the Mass spectrum of TrkFixup is narrower than the No-
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TrkFixup. Table 5.2 gives the fit parameters of the signal and table 5.1 gives background
parameters. The flight length distributions for TrkFixup and No-TrkFixup are given in fig
5.3 .The flight length distribution does not show any significant drop in efficiency of
lambda reconstruction by trkfixup. Since there are not enough entries for regions further
away from the origin of the detector the histogram is plotted using non –uniform binning.

Figure 5.2 Fitted Mass spectrum for TrkFixup(red) and no-TrkFixup(blue)

Table 5.1 Background fit parameters
Fit-paramters

No-Trk-Fixup

Trkfixup

Slope

4379 ± 489

5117 ± 378

Intercept

834.9 ±8.1

524 ± 5.3

141456 ± 489

88348 ± 378

Background Yield
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Table 5.2 Signal fit parameters
Fitparameters

No-Trk-Fixup

Trkfixup

Mean(Mev/c2)

1115.977 ±0.005

1115.716± 0.004

sigma of gaus1(Mev/c2)

0.624 ± 0.029

0.499 ± 0.029

sigma of gaus2(Mev/c2)

1.222 ± 0.102

1.02 ± 0.06

Sigma of gaus3(Mev/c2)

2.724 ± 0.242

2.517 ± 0.141

Fraction Yield ofgaus1

0.31

0.23

Fraction Yield of gaus2

0.41

0.47

Fraction Yield of gaus3

0.28

0.30

Effective Sigma (σ rms)

1.642

1.564

Total yield of signal

106,879 ± 1390 105,379 ± 910
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Non-uniform bins

a

b

Figure 5.3 Flight length spectra for TrkFixup(red) and No-TrkFiuxp(blue)
a) Flight length distributions for TrkFixup(red) and No-TrkFixup(blue).
b) The ratio of TrkFixup and No-TrkFixup
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Results And Conclusions Of Study3
Results
The following are the results from the study
1. Signal Yield: Without taking errors into account the ratio of TrkFixup/NoTrkFixup is around 1%.(It would be less if error were taken into account).
The efficiency problem reported previously is solved.
2. Resolution : The resolution of the Mass spectrum for TrkFixup is 1.28
Mev/c2 and is narrower than the No-TrkFixup with an effective resolution of
1.46 Mev/c2.
3. The Mean value : The mean value has shifted from 1115.98 Mev/c2 in NoTrkFixup to 1115.72 Mev/c2 in TrkFixup. The TrkFixup is much closer to
the PDG value .
4. Flight –length : In the flight length distribution there is no significant drop in
the number of entries any region of the detector.
5. Background : The background has dropped by 38% in TrkFixup compared
to No-TrkFixup.
6. Purity : The purity is calculated for a mass window of window of 1.116 ±
0.005 Gev /c2( ~ 3 σ rms ) .The purity S/(S+ B) for
a. TrkFixup : Signal = 103915

Background =52920

Purity S/(S+B) =0.666
b: No-TrkFixup: Signal = 104958

Background = 84327

Purity S/(S+B) = 0.554
The purity of the track-fixup is better than the no-TrkFixup case.
Conclusion :
The study was shown to the Track validation committee. The validation
committee expected a drop of 0.5% in the efficiency .The conclusion was that the
Trackvalidation algorithm has accomplished all the expected requirements for Lambda-
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hyperon. This work was shown in the Dec-2006 BABAR collaboration meeting at
SLAC.
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